ARIA PARTITIONS BASIC INSTALLATION GUIDE
INSTALL BRACKETS AND SIDE PANELS
2

Mount Wall Brackets

1

(Available in 41”, 54” and 82” lengths)
86”-88” will use 82” brackets.
89”-95” will use one 41” and one 54” bracket.
96” and up will have two 54” brackets.

Mount Side Wall Bracket(s) and Mark Floor
Using a chalk line, snap a line from wall bracket to
Using the same technique as Step # 1, mount side
wall brackets.

Brackets that will be cut so the total length of the
two brackets is 4” less than the height of the
system not including headrail.

-drill holes with 5/16”
Secure bracket to wall using 2-1/2” Torx screws.

Install Side Panels and First Pilaster
3

Modular side panels

4

Connect Side Panels using Dowel System

The side panels will consist of two modular pieces.
Modular side panels are mounted one on top of the other with
straight cut edges at the seam.
panel so your overall dimension including brackets and pilaster will
align with the front chalk line.
place. Predrilling hole for screws 1/2” deep with 3/16” drill bit.
•

Sloped Floors (Rear to Front sloping): The side panel can be
placed directly on the ﬂoor so there is no gap created from the

FRONT EDGE. At the marks, measure the panel thickness and mark the center of
the panel. Using a 3/8" drill bit, drill a hole on the marks approximately 7/8"
deep. Be sure to hold the drill as straight as possible.
Insert the 3/8” x 1-1/2” wooden dowels in the holes.
Mark the BOTTOM EDGE of the top modular side panel 24”, 36” and 48” from
the FRONT EDGE. At the marks, measure the panel thickness and mark the
center of the panel. Using 3/8" drill bit, drill a hole on the marks approximately
7/8" deep. Be sure to hold the drill as straight as possible.

then conceal the angle of the edges of the side panels by making
them plumb and level.
•

SEVERELY Sloped Floors (Rear to Front Sloping): If the above
method does not allow for enough adjustment due to extreme
slope, then the panel can be leveled leaving a gap below the

are aligned.

trim.
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Modular Top Side Panels
Secure top panel with 4- 3/4” Torx screws to hold panel in place. Predrilling hole for
screws 1/2” deep with 3/16” drill bit.
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Install Front Pilaster Bracket
Install front pilaster bracket to side panel. Make sure this bracket is plumb and located so

bracket in place. Predrilling hole for screws 1/2” deep with 3/16” drill bit.
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Install Pilaster Nearest To wall

plumb.
Secure pilaster with 3/4” Torx screws in all predrilled bracket
holes. Drill pilot holes for screws 1/2” deep with 3/16” drill bit.

1

INSTALL HINGES, DOORS, TRANSOM PANEL
Install Edge Mounted Stainless Steel Hinge

8

The same hinge is used on both inswing and
outswing doors. Inswing doors will have the
knuckles on the inside. Outswing doors will have
the knuckles on the outside.
The hinge is set to 5 degrees to keep doors closed
and is not adjustable.
Align the edge of the hinge along the edge of the
pilaster 1 1/2” above the ﬁnished ﬂoor (Keep
knuckles on the inside on inswing doors and
outside on outswing doors). Predrill 1/8” pilot
holes 3/4”
deep. Install
1” Philips
head
countersink
screws into
each hole on
the hinge.
Ensure that
door operates
correctly.
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Install Mending Plates

10 Install Transom Panels

2 mending plates will be used on
transom panels <10”. The
mending plate should be
centered on the transom panel in
this case.

Place the transom panel with a 1/8”
gap above the door. The edge above
against the pilaster to ensure there is
no gap. Once the transom panel is
placed correctly. Predrill 1/8” pilot
holes 1/2” deep and insert 3/4” Torx
screws into all holes on mending plate.

4 mending plates will be used on
transom panels >10”. In this case
they should be placed
approximately 4” from the top
panel.

Install mending plate(s) on

11 Install Pilaster
Place pilaster in correct spot snugging the ship lap side
of the pilaster against the ship lap side of the transom
panel. The transom panel will act as your spacer. Next
close the door to ensure consistent gapping making sure
the pilaster is plumb.
Once in place predrill 3/16” pilot holes 1/2” deep and
insert 3/4” Torx screws into all holes on mending plate
and pilaster bracket.
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Pilaster Angle Bracket
Place Angle Bracket towards
the outer edges of the pilasters.
Pilasters 3”-12”= 1
13”-24”= 2
24”+ = 2
Once in place mark hole
drill holes with 5/16” drill
Secure bracket to wall using 1-1/2” Torx screws.
Predrill 3/16” pilot holes 1/2” deep into pilaster and
insert 3/4” Torx screws into hole for angle bracket.
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Place headrail over the tops of pilaster and transom panels. Make sure the headrail is fully seated over the
highest point in the system. On the inside of the stall, predrill 3/16” pilot holes 1/2” deep into the center of the

of the pilaster seated within the headrail for the screw to grab, then predrill 3/16” pilot hole 1/2” deep into the
center of the pilaster and insert 3/4” Torx screws into hole.
the hole.
Adjustment
Headrail Leveling Note
The headrail will be used to compensate for slope in the ﬂoor. As the system is built, the tops of the pilasters may stair step
as a result of uneven ﬂoors. Placing the headrail across the front will conceal and compensate for the slope. You should

INSTALL DOOR HARDWARE
Installing Indicator Latch
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

-3/4” from the edge of the door. With template in place drill holes completely through the door with
the correct sized bits (1/2” & 5/16”). On ﬁre rated material it is strongly recommended to use a smaller bit for starter holes which will make process easier.
ure
the slide latch on the other side.
Drill a small hole into the top screw hole in the front facing round black piece and secure with the small countersunk screw.
app
Slide the square pin through the large center hole and into the slide latch on the other side.
it
the door.
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